Boscolo Hotels official partner for the “Interreligious Match for Peace”
Dialogue and encounter with people of other cultures, religion and countries
as social responsibility

Multiculturalism as a tool for social engagement has prompted Boscolo Hotels to support the Match for Peace, strongly supported by His Holiness Pope Francis.

The initiative, which will involve world-class soccer players and coaches, representatives of different religious faiths, will inaugurate an event of great value both symbolic and social.

Boscolo Hotels is a collection of Luxury Hotels in Italy and Europe. Every day, the hotels’ facilities are visited by thousands of people from all over the world. The hotels become real places of encounter between different cultures and religious beliefs by encouraging dialogue and debate. The International character of the staff, in addition to improving the hospitality and service, helps to enrich the human value of every single person.

Boscolo Hotels has decided to support with enthusiasm the Match for Peace fundraiser which will be devoted to Scholas Occurrentes and Fondazione P.U.P.I., two important associations that deal with disadvantaged children to assure a better future.

Sponsor this initiative for Boscolo Hotels is to believe in the new generations by promoting social inclusion and culture of the meeting so that they can grow up in an environment of dialogue and brotherhood.

BOSCOLO HOTELS

BOSCOLO HOTELS, a division dedicated to hotellerie and part of Boscolo Group, started over thirty years ago, sets itself as the Italian leader of luxury hospitality.

Synonymous of lifestyle, design and elegance, BOSCOLO HOTELS was born and developed around the ‘vision’ of the Boscolo Family: to create intimate but sophisticated and unique atmospheres where pleasant, exclusive warmth can always be found.

The 5 star hotels are currently located in important art and business cities in Italy and Europe, such as Rome, Milan, Venice, Nice, Prague, Budapest.

For more information:
Mail: ambra.oioli@boscolo.com – antonella.lalia@boscolo.com
Phone: 02 76415736